AGENDA

Wednesday, March 20, 2013
8:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.
6.5 CME Credits

1731 E. 120th Street
Los Angeles, CA 90059
Keck Auditorium

MORNING SESSION

8:00  CONTINENTAL BREAKFAST and Pre-Test (Morning Session)

8:45  Opening Remarks
      Daphne Calmes, MD
      Interim Dean, College of Medicine, Charles R. Drew University of Medicine and Science

8:50  Welcoming Remarks
      David Carlisle, MD, PhD
      President, Charles R. Drew University of Medicine and Science
      Shahrzad Bazargan-Hejazi, PhD
      Chair, Medical Student Thesis Program
      Charles R. Drew University of Medicine and Science

KEYNOTE SPEAKER

9:00  “Ethnicity- and socio-economic status-related stresses in context: an integrative review and conceptual model.”
Hector Myers, PhD
 Professor & Director of Clinical Training, UCLA Department of Psychology
 Professor Department of Psychiatry, Charles R. Drew University of Medicine and Science

MORNING MODERATOR

Mayer Davidson, MD
 Professor of Medicine, Department of Internal Medicine, College of Medicine
 Charles R. Drew University of Medicine and Science
MORNING PANEL OF JUDGES

Ronald Andersen, PhD
Professor Emeritus of Health Services UCLA School of Public Health

Peter Barrett, MD
Professor, Internal Medicine, David Geffen School of Medicine at UCLA

Lawrence “Hy” Doyle, EdD
Associate Professor and Executive Director of UCLA PRIME, David Geffen School of Medicine at UCLA

Lilian Gelberg, MD
Professor, Department of Family Medicine, David Geffen School of Medicine at UCLA

Pamela Krochalk, DrPH
Professor and Chair of the Division of Health Sciences at CSUDH

Tony Kuo, MD
Assistant Professor, Department of Family Medicine, David Geffen School of Medicine at UCLA

LuAnn Wilkerson, EdD
Senior Associate Dean for Medical Education and Professor, David Geffen School of Medicine at UCLA

BASIC SCIENCE

9:40   Keisha King
“1,25(OH)2 vitamin D3 Stimulates Myogenic Differentiation by Inhibiting Cell Proliferation and Modulating the Expression of Pro-myogenic Growth Factors and Myostatin in C2C12 Skeletal Muscle Cell.”
Mentor: Jorge Artaza, PhD
Associate Professor, Division of Endocrinology, Department of Internal Medicine Charles R. Drew University of Medicine & Science

CANCER

10:00   Onyeka Obioha
“Skin cancer awareness and sun protective behaviors among minority patients”
Mentor: Shahrzad Bazargan-Hejazi, PhD
Associate Professor, Department of Psychiatry, Charles R. Drew University of Medicine and Science

EPIDEMIOLOGICAL STUDIES

10:20   Alexander Firempong
“Incidence and mortality from septic shock and respiratory failure by race/ethnicity among elective neurosurgery patients in California 2001-2009.”
Mentor: Magda Shaheen, MD
Associate Professor, Department of Ophthalmology and Department of Internal Medicine, Charles R. Drew University of Medicine and Science

10:40 AM - BREAK
COMMUNITY EDUCATION

10:50 Kenechukwu Ojukwu
“A Necessary Community Collaboration: Anatomy Academy.”
Mentor: Jonathan Wisco, PhD
Adjunct Associate Professor of Integrative Anatomy, David Geffen School of Medicine at UCLA

ETHNICITY AND DISEASE

11:10 Miguel Garcia
“Hispanic ethnicity as a risk factor for Escheridia coli resistance to Trimethoprim-Sulfamethoxazole in urinary tract infections.”
Mentor: Gregory Moran, MD
Professor of Medicine, David Geffen School of Medicine at UCLA Harbor Medical Center

11:30 Calyani Ganesan
“Factors that affect poor survivorship in African American males with prostate cancer.”
Mentor: Jaydutt Vadgama, PhD
Professor of Medicine, Department of Internal Medicine, Charles R. Drew University of Medicine and Science

II:50 am Lunch and Post-Test (Morning Session)

AFTERNOON SESSION

MODERATOR

David Hindman, PhD
Assistant Professor, Department of Family Medicine, Charles R. Drew University of Medicine and Science

AFTERNOON PANEL OF JUDGES

Lawrence “Hy” Doyle, EdD
Associate Professor and Executive Director of UCLA PRIME, David Geffen School of Medicine at UCLA
Rose Maly, MD
Associate Professor, Family Medicine, David Geffen School of Medicine at UCLA
Sally Krasne, PhD
Professor Emeritus, Physiology David Geffen School of Medicine at UCLA
LuAnn Wilkerson, EdD
Senior Associate Dean for Medical Education and Professor, David Geffen School of Medicine at UCLA
Joan Cooper, PhD
Assistant Professor, Department of Psychiatry, Charles R. Drew University of Medicine and Science
Pre-Test (Afternoon Session)

HEALTH POLICY

12:50 Chris Snell
“Health Information Sought and Clinical Services Utilized by Low-Income Latino Patients in Tijuana Mexico, Free Clinic.”
Mentor: Shahrzad Bazargan-Hejazi, PhD
    Associate Professor, Department of Psychiatry, Charles R. Drew University of Medicine and Science

1:10 Frank Aliganga
“Examining Unmet Adolescent Mental Health Needs and Perceptions of Mental Health among Filipino Americans”
Mentor: Joyce Javier, MD
    Assistant Professor of Clinical Pediatrics, Department of Pediatrics, USC Keck School of Medicine, Children’s Hospital

HIV

1:30 Maita Kuvhenguhwa
“The Association of Patient and Provider Engagement with Adherence to HAART and Health Related Quality of Life.”
Mentor: William Cunningham, MD
    Professor, Department of Health Services, UCLA School of Public Health, and the Division of General Internal Medicine, Department of Medicine, David Geffen School of Medicine at UCLA

1:50 Lourdes Alanis
“Factors Contributing to Depression among HIV-Positive and HIV-Negative Latinos Residing in South Los Angeles.”
Mentor: Cynthia Davis, MPH
    Assistant Professor, Medical Sciences Institute, Charles R. Drew University of Medicine and Science

2:10 Yamanda Mack
“Knowledge and Screening Practices of Cervical Cancer Diseases of HIV-Positive Women”
Mentor: Shahrzad Bazargan-Hejazi, PhD
    Associate Professor, Department of Psychiatry, Charles R. Drew University of Medicine and Science
WOMEN’S AND PEDIATRIC HEALTH

2:30 Joy Ekwueme
“What Factors in a Zip Code Predict Low Birth Weight?”
Mentor: Paul Robinson, PhD
Assistant Professor, Charles R. Drew University of Medicine and Science

2:50 Kathleen Perez
Mentor: Ganga Chandramohan, MD
Associate Clinical Professor of Pediatrics, Division of Pediatric Nephrology, Harbor UCLA Pediatrics

3:10 PM - BREAK

3:20 Tasha Fernando
“Risk Factors for Apnea in Children Treated for Out-of-Hospital Seizure”
Mentor: Marianne Gausche-Hill, MD
Professor of Clinical Medicine, David Geffen School of Medicine at UCLA

3:40 Marisa Hernandez-Morgan
“Knowledge of long-term risks of childhood obesity among Latino parents of elementary schoolchildren”
Mentor: Shahrzad Bazargan-Hejazi, PhD
Associate Professor, Department of Psychiatry, Charles R. Drew University of Medicine and Science

4:00 Vanessa Isiaka
“Vitamin D status and disorders of the female pelvic floor”
Mentor: Matt Ho, MD, PhD
Associate Professor, Department of Medicine, Charles R. Drew University of Medicine and Science

4:20 Amy Sudhinaraset
“Are There Inequalities in Assisted Reproductive Technology Utilization?: A Comparison of Impaired Fecundity Latino Women Who Seek Care and those Who Do Not Seek Care from the National Survey of Family Growth.”
Mentor: Omid Khorram, MD
Professor In-Residence, OB-GYN, David Geffen School of Medicine at UCLA

4:40 pm Post-Test (Afternoon Session)

4:50 CLOSING REMARKS
Shahrzad Bazargan-Hejazi, PhD
Associate Professor, Department of Psychiatry, Charles R. Drew University of Medicine and Science

*Final Version of Agenda*